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Abstract - Employee Attrition takes place whenever an
employee in any type of organization decides to leave the
organization due to any reason. The reason for leaving an
organization can be personal or professional. But that affects
the particular organization’s progress, as they lost their trained
and experienced employee. Now the company needs to hire a
new employee which will consume time and money both and
same for training the employee, which eventually slows the
company growth. The better way to solve this issue is that if
we are able to predict whether a employee will leave the
organization or no. So that the company can take precautions
early and try to prevent it. Like providing a salary raise,
giving better training, reduce overtime, providing different
facilities, etc which solves the problem of employees
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1.INTRODUCTION

Predicting employees attrition at a company will help
management act faster by enhancing their internal policies and
strategies. It can help organizations to detect valuable
employees with a risk of leaving and then they can be offered
several propositions, such as a salary increase or proper
training, to reduce their likelihood of leaving. The previous
records of all employee data maintained by HR departments
will help to build a model that can predict the employees who
will be leaving the organizations. In this project we will apply
random forest algorithm to our data set to get the feature
importance and applied Artificial neural Network (ANN) to
predict the yes/no for attrition, analyzed the accuracy on both
training data and testing data and then prepared a dashboard so
that the model can be used by hr team, which will show the ID
lists of employees about to leave and also all the factors
influencing employee attrition. The data set which we have
used is provided by Kaggle website for IBM company.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

1. Employee Churn Rate Prediction and Performance
Using Machine Learning.

The system is designed to expertise in prediction system so
that the HR can get to know the employees which can leave in

future and can take precautions accordingly. 1. Features : The
features are the attributes or fields that should be noted and
implemented in the algorithm. E.g. age ,tenure, pay, overall
job satisfaction, and employee’s perceptions of fairness and
many more. 2. Classifiers: The Discussed classifiers are
Gradient Boosting, KNN, Support Vector Machine, Random
Forest. 3. Datasets: The dataset used consist of 15000
observations for 10 attributes taken from kaggle website. For
prediction conditions were applied like no promotion from a
long time, no raise and more working hours , these kind of
attributes where considered. Data is cleaned, explored then
data visualization is done, earlier mentioned algorithms are
applied to dataset . Then the performance of the above
mentioned classifiers is compared using confusion matrix [1].

2. Employee Attrition Prediction using data mining
techniques .

Techniques mentioned in this paper are Random Forest,
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Gradient Boosted Classifier
and Logistic Regression. The dataset used was provided by
IBM with 34 factors and these factors include more than just
office work. The model performances were evaluated with the
help of AUC and Feature importance was shown by different
algorithms for comparison and analysis [2].

3. Foreseeing Employee Attrition.

The advantage of the system is that the accuracy and runtime
are the two main criteria. For data pre processing they have
done analysis with different graphs and analyzed the factors,
analysis of factors responsible for turnover and model
performances. Used different trees and regression algorithms
and compared their F1 score ,accuracy, runtime ; also used
confusion matrix and ROC curve to analyse the errors. The
dataset they used was generated with the help of python script
with 15,000 observations [3].

4. Employee Attrition Predictive Model Using Machine
Learning.

For pre processing heat map is used which will help to
identify the correlations between attributes. Next machine
learning algorithms like forest, trees, SVM, KNN. Data set
consist of 1470 observations and 35 attributes. Data
visualization was done with bar graphs for different factors
like department, gender, overtime, business travel and these
attributes were used to build prediction model. They
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concluded that random forest showed better results than other
algorithms [4].

2.1 Summary of Related Work

Literature Advantages Disadvantages

Employee
Churn Rate
Prediction and
Performance
Using Machine
Learning .
Published in
September
2019[1]

Random forest
gave better
accuracy results
compared to
other algorithms
applied

Applying various
algorithms straight
to data set will
not predict as per
expected and can
also cause over-
fitting or under-
fitting

Employee
Attrition
prediction
using data
mining
techniques.
Published in
2018[2]

Factors selected
from data set
leads to an
accurate
prediction

Support Vector
Machine showed
less accuracy
overall, only
feature importance
is obtained

Foreseeing
Employee
Attrition

Published in
2019[3]

On the basis of
experimental
results they
concluded that
two important
criteria for
selecting model
are Accuracy and
runtime

Dataset used was
generated by a
python script in
which the factors
were limited

Employee
Attrition
Predictive
Model Using
Machine
Learning.

Published in
2020[4]

Where able to
predict that
employee will
leave or no with
help of Random
forest which
performed better
than other
classifiers

Prediction Model
was build based
on particular
factors identified
by heatmap and
only few factors
were considered

3. EXISTING SYSTEM

Here the preprocessing consist of analyzing the data set
attributes with the help of graphs and charts. The factors are
considered and based on those prediction model is built.
Random forest is the most commonly used algorithm and it
also provides good accuracy on different datasets. The others
most used algorithms are decision trees, boosting algorithms,
logic regression, etc. It is probably like experimental analysis
in which at the end accuracy and other factors from model
performance of all the used algorithms are compared and

accordingly conclusion is made. Decision tree showed less
accuracy in many models.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A system which is able to analyse the important factors
responsible for employee attrition and also displays the lists of
employees which are about to leave in a dashboard. The
following steps were performed in order to build our model.
1.The data set is first explored with the help of different
functions and charts. Data is cleaned by searching for null
values and drop if any.
2.Convert the categorical values to binary vector columns and
replaced the null values with their mean values.
3. Feature importance was obtained for the same and
prediction model was build with ANN algorithm.
4.The results where evaluated and for front-end dashboard
was prepared to show the prediction results

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the previous existing system
related to “Prediction of Employee Attrition” build using
different algorithms. In our model we used Random Forest
technique to find the feature importance that leads to attrition
and used ANN algorithm to predict who can leave i.e yes/no
for attrition. Used confusion matrix to understand the overall
model performance, prepared a dashboard where user can
import dataset and the results can be visualized.
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